
TRUFIG
      Flush by design







Clean lines
without shadows

TRUFIG  is a revolutionary design solution 
that allows technology to be mounted 
completely flush into the wall or ceiling.

Clean lines, without unattractive shadows 
compromising the flow of a space.
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TRUFIG  delivers precision alignment and 
a consistent aesthetic across a variety 
of devices from different manufacturers. 
TRUFIG  also allows them to blend discreetly 
into the environment without compromising 
the design vision of the space.



Consistency
Color

Camouflage TRUFIG fascias can be painted, faux finished, 
wallpapered or laminated. Explore the versatility that allows 
you to customize each device to match any surface.

Tile Wallpaper Wood Stone Metal Plaster Drywall Color Matched



With TRUFIG  blank fascias you can hide those rarely-used devices and 
power outlets whose location is often dictated by code.  

Invisibility through simplicity



Reality from vision

TRUFIG  Mounting Platforms allow for a repeatable, high-quality 
result across multiple technologies and in a variety of installation 
surfaces.  No more “one-offs” to hide outlets in base boards and 
back-splashes. The installation process incorporates traditional 
trade methods ensuring fast, error-free outcomes. 

The TRUFIG  Mounting Platform



One look across a variety of devices 
from different manufacturers

Volume controls

Blank fascias Blank fascias

Data & video jacks

Light switches 

Various Decora® devicesLutron® keypads

Lutron® keypads

Power outletLight switches

There are HVAC vents and returns in nearly every room, protruding from the wall and ceiling, 
casting shadows and disrupting lines.  Why not TRUFIG  your registers, returns, and diffusers 
and provide air flow that is not only functional, but stylish.

Air flow with style



Architectural audio
Sonance Architectural Series® speakers utilize the same 
mounting process as TRUFIG , delivering a consistent 
and high quality flush-mount aesthetic. Available in round, 
square and rectangular in various sizes and performance 
levels. The perfect compliment to trim-less light fixtures.

A touch of class

iPad® & iPad® 2Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large formats for AMX® and Crestron® touch panels

What else would you TRUFIG?
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